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Background information for 
teachers 



Overview of this lesson pack: 

Name of the activity Drawing particle interactions 

Topics introduced 
Standard Model, Conservation Laws at particle 
interactions,Feynman diagrams 

Curriculum 
Connection 

IRELAND: 
PORTUGAL:  
GREECE: Electric Field, conservation of electric charge, 
reactions 
FRANCE: 
ITALY: 
OTHER: 

Reference 
Demonstrator 

Search for Z and Higgs boson 
http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?i
d=270c02e179f742a7a19c0dfef74d52b0&t 

Age of students 16-18 

Duration 2h-3h 

http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?id=270c02e179f742a7a19c0dfef74d52b0&t=p
http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?id=270c02e179f742a7a19c0dfef74d52b0&t=p


Overview of this lesson pack: 

Type of activity Theoretical 

Description of activity 

Teacher activities:Transfer to the students the basic elements of 
: 

standard model, 

particle interactions, 

conservation laws, 

Feynman diagrams. 
 
 
Student activities:Knowledge of elementary particles, 

verification of  conservation laws, use of conservation laws to 

describe the properties of a particle in a reaction 

interpretation of simple Feynman diagrams 

Equipment requirements Computer lab, video projector 

Prior knowledge for 
students 

Subatomic particles, electric charge and conservation laws of 

energy, momentum and electric charge 



Background and overview of the 
discovering alien worlds 

demonstrator: 
 

Τhe purpose of this activity is the introduction 
to the basic principles of elementary particle 
interactions. Specifically,  there is reference to 
the kinds of elementary particles according to  
standard model, the conservation laws which 
the interactions obey and finally Feynman 
diagrams which illustrate these interactions. 



Presentation for students 



Part 1-Standard Model 

Read here some of what do we currently know 
about the nature of subatomic particles and the 
forces that govern them according to the most 
successful theoretical model in this area, the 
Standard Model. 

http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?id=270c02e179f742a7a19c0dfef74d52b0&t=p
http://inspiringscience.rdea.gr/delivery/view/index.html?id=270c02e179f742a7a19c0dfef74d52b0&t=p


Try to answer the following question 1 

If you know that every nucleon is 

consisted of three quarks of the first 

family, try to find the quarks that proton 

and neutron are consisted. 



Part 2-Conservations Laws 

Elementary particles can interact but their 

interactions must obey some rules which are 

called conservation laws. Some of these are : 

● Conservation of charge 

● Conservation of baryon number 

● Conservation of lepton number 
 



Charge, baryon and lepton numbers of 
some particles 

Charge baryon number Lepton number 

proton +1 +1 0 

neutron 0 +1 0 

electron -1 0 +1 

positron +1 0 -1 

neutrino 0 0 +1 

photon 0 0 0 



Example 1 

β- decay is an interaction in which a neutron converts to a 

proton and there is also a product of an electron and an 

electron anti-neutrino : 

    

   

 Verify that the conservation laws are valid in this 

interaction. 

  

 



Answer 

● Conservation of charge. The initial particle is just the 

neutron so the total charge initially is 0. The final particles 

have charges +1 the proton, -1 the electron and 0 the 

electron anti-neutrino so the total charge is also 0. 

-----> 



● Conservation of baryon number. The initial total baryon 

number is +1 from the neutron. The final particles have 

baryon numbers +1 the proton, 0 the electron and the 

electron anti-neutrino so the total is also 0. 

 

● Conservation of lepton number. The initial total lepton 

number is 0. The final particles have lepton numbers 0 the 

proton, +1 the electron and -1 the anti-neutrino so the 

total is also 0.  

 



Try to answer the following question 2 

Verify the three conservation laws for the β+ 
decay in which a proton converts to a neutron, a 
positron and an electron neutrino. 
 
 
 
 



Part 3-Feynman diagrams 

Feynman diagrams is a simple way to illustrate 
elementary particles interactions. Watch the 
following video here.  
 
Now you know the basic rules of them. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8KPAxNz7fE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8KPAxNz7fE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L8KPAxNz7fE


Example 2 

Notice the following simple diagram and try to 

describe what interaction is sketched in it. 
 

 

 



Answer  

 It describes a W- boson that  decays in an 

electron and an electron anti-neutrino. Try to 

verify the conservation laws we saw before. 

Notice that the electron anti-neutrino is 

represented by a line backwards in time as it 

happens for all the antiparticles and the kind of 

the line that every particle is drawn. 
 



Try to answer the following question 3 

   Notice the Feynman diagrams below and try 

to interpret them : 
 



more Feynman diagrams 



Summary 
Try to answer the following questions to check if you 

understand the topics introduced in this activity : 

 

Q1. Which of the elementary particles do you 

remember?  

 

Q2. Are all the interactions among the particles 

allowed? What rules should obey? 

 

Q3. Why Feynman diagrams are considered as very 

important for particle physics? 



Discussion 

Did the previous activity create to you any questions 

or thoughts? If it did, try to express them to your 

teacher to guide you for further research. 


